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Chapter 881 

Although the current situation upset her. 

 

She felt powerless and frustrated for being used. 

 

But, no matter what, they shared the same goal. It was still undeterminable who was using whom. 

 

She soothed herself by realigning her thoughts. 

 

... 

 

For the next five days. 

 

Life was relatively smooth and tranquil. 

 

But on the sixth day, the Wickam Group was again in turmoil. 

 

The entire IT department was once again plagued with terror! 

 

They immediately alerted their bosses, and Thomas promptly informed Gareth. 

 

Gareth looked cold and solemn. 

 

However, this time, it seemed like the hacker had failed to breach their security system. 

 

Everyone in the IT department was anxious. But they still gathered in a place without CCTV, away from 

Gareth, and stealthily discussed among themselves. 

 

"My hunch is telling me something has gone wrong." A chubby employee scratched his ear and looked 

around before whispering. 

 

His skinny, short-haired colleague looked at him and asked, "What has gone wrong?" 

 

The chubby colleague straightened his black tie and adjusted his cuffs before speaking with a frown, 

"Last time, the hacker was able to crack our security system easily. But this time, it was slapdash. It gave 

up very quickly." 

 

The thin colleague was flabbergasted, "How is that possible? Can't you see that it's still trying to breach 

the system? Mr. Wickam seems to be writing new code right now!" 

 

The chubby colleague shook his head and tidied his unkempt long hair. He feigned confusion, "Well, I 



feel Elisa is linked to this." 

 

The thin colleague stopped his handwashing motion and looked at the chubby colleague, "What does 

this have to do with Elisa?" 

 

The chubby colleague looked around before whispering to him, "You've seen how the hacker is doing 

this time. I think it must be Elisa. She deliberately made the process seem like a toil so we would stop 

suspecting her." 

 

The thin colleague looked bewildered. 

 

The chubby colleague spoke again, "Actually, the program was written by Elisa and Mr. Wickam. Elisa 

only knows half of the program, but it wouldn't be difficult for her even if it were combined with Mr. 

Wickam's part. Elisa is a top-notch hacker, but because she wants to stave off suspicion, she deliberately 

made it look as if an impossible task!" 
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The hacking incident at the Wickam Group had leaked again. 

 

The skinny colleague was indeed a blabbermouth. He went around and told people whatever the 

chubby colleague had told him. Not only that, he exaggerated the story and made it into a thriller love 

story. 

 

The public's opinion of Elisa had worsened, and everyone was badmouthing her. The entire Wickam 

Group had turned into a purgatory for Elisa. 

 

However, she still didn't explain the situation. 

 

As the new program was about to be breached, Gareth promptly replaced a new program to counter the 

hacker's advances. 

 

There were notions about Gareth's actions in the IT department. 

 

"Do you think Mr. Wickam doubted Elisa?" 

 

"I think so. Otherwise, why didn't Mr. Wickam revamp the program with her? After all, she is a top-

notch programmer." 

 

... 

 

Another three days went by. 

 



Elisa hadn't clarified the matter to Gareth at all. That day, Gareth had made it clear to her that he bore 

suspicion against her. Elisa thought it was futile to clarify the matter. But Gareth seemed committed to 

carrying on the collaboration with Benett Corporation. 

 

Elisa had been exceptionally quiet throughout this time. 

 

Meanwhile, Gareth's frustration and wrath had burgeoned. He had become even more short-fused. 

 

Great. This woman doesn't give a f*cking d*mn after so many days! 

 

Then, three days later. 

 

Another meeting was held about Elisa's project. This was the first time Elisa and Gareth had seen each 

other in nine days. 

 

At the conference table, Elisa was seated on the host's right. 

 

Thomas was seated right opposite Elisa. 

 

Gareth didn't spare Elisa a glance throughout the meeting. 

 

Just when Thomas was standing in front of everyone, ready to delve into the objective of the meeting. 

Suddenly, a woman in formal business attire stood up. She prodded her glasses on her nose bridge, 

stared at Gareth, and said, "Mr. Wickam, I'm sorry. But before we begin this meeting, I need to discuss 

an important matter related to this project with you." 
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Since he had been working for Gareth for a long time, he could guess his boss' reaction. 

 

At that moment, everyone turned to Elisa. 

 

"Ms. Bennett, is there anything you would like to explain?" The woman asked in a low voice. 

 

Gareth remained quiet, which was unusual because he wouldn't allow this to happen. 

 

However, he also looked at Elisa indifferently, wanting to hear her explanation. 

 

Since she doesn't want to explain, I want to hear from her. 

 

Elisa ignored Gareth and looked around the room. 

 

"Everyone here is from the management level. I assume you wouldn't be here without many rounds of 



examination and filtration. Hence, I'm sure you know we shouldn't accuse someone without evidence." 

 

Silence hung in the room while an uneasy look appeared on the woman's face. 

 

Before she could defend herself, Elisa's calm voice rang. "You think something's wrong with me. Where's 

your evidence?" 

 

The woman was at a loss for words. She is so good at pointing out the most crucial things. 

 

If it were any other person, they might panic and come up with a forced explanation upon being 

criticized. 

 

Yet, Elisa kept her cool and requested evidence. 

 

The woman suppressed her displeasure and let out a cold snort. 

 

Looking squarely at Elisa, she retorted calmly, "Ms. Benett, where's your conscience? When you were 

married to Mr. Wickam, the Wickam family treated you kindly and generously. Old Mrs. Wickam even 

treated you like her own granddaughter. I can't believe you resort to betraying them, working together 

with Mr. Darcey to attack Mr. Wickam. Don't bite the hands that feed you – you seem to have forgotten 

this." 

 

Gareth frowned, but it went unnoticed. 

 

Elisa smiled at her. "Are you done?" 

 

The woman remained silent. 

 

Elisa glanced around the room again. "My relationship with Old Mrs. Wickam and Mr. Wickam is none of 

your business – please stay out of it and focus on today's issues. You request Mr. Wickam to fire me on 

baseless accusations. Isn't it ludicrous? It's his decision at the end of the day, but y'all…" 
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Elisa looked at her calmly. "Of course, you can. But remember that you must take responsibility for your 

words." 

 

At that point, everyone looked at Elisa in distaste. She thinks she can do anything she likes just because 

she's a lawyer! I can't believe she leverages her knowledge of the law to threaten everyone. How 

impressive! 

 

Georgiana frowned at her. "Ms. Benett, this is just an internal discussion. There's no need to bring the 

law into our conversation. We just want to hear your explanation. If not…" 



 

Her voice trailed away suggestively. 

 

Some people were eagerly anticipating Georgiana to finish her sentence. 

 

Many people were jealous of Elisa's relationship with Gareth. 

 

Though he was not a celebrity, everyone had a crush on him. 

 

More often than not, when one's celebrity crush gets into a relationship, the fans will be upset and leave 

the fanbase. 

 

Hence, many women were displeased because Gareth started talking to Elisa again. 

 

Besides that, Elisa also made various changes that changed how they usually work since she joined the 

company. This created dissent across multiple departments and painted her in a terrible light. 

 

Because of that, many people who were usually good at their job started underperforming. 

 

Hence, everyone shunned her further. 

 

"Yes?" 

 

Elisa looked at Georgiana coolly, wanting to hear the completed sentence. 

 

Georgiana cut to the chase. "If not, it means you are up to no good with Darcey Group, and we won't 

tolerate a traitor like you." 

 

Gareth's gaze remained piercing and intimidating. It was not directed to anyone in particular, but it was 

enough pressure on everyone. 

 

Georgiana could barely catch her breath. 

 

Elisa snorted coldly. "It's unrelated to me, and I don't care if you believe me." 

 

All along, Georgiana had not been getting along well with Elisa. She didn't comply with Elisa's 

instructions, despite the warnings. 
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Elisa had no intention to speak further, for she had already expressed herself clearly. 

 

Gareth's frown deepened. He looked at her intently and asked, "Why should I trust you?" 



 

Everyone, including Georgiana, was shocked and delighted to hear that. 

 

It proved that Gareth also had suspicions about Elisa. It might be difficult for Elisa to remain in the 

company – it was good news to them. 

 

Georgiana's mood became better, and she became more confident. 

 

She let out a snort in Elisa's direction. "Ms. Benett, you should explain right now. I'm afraid the results 

might not be in your favor if you keep your virtuous act." 

 

If it wasn't such a formal occasion, she wanted to say, "Who are you to be so arrogant?" 

 

Elisa's gaze fell on Gareth, who seemed to have resolved that he would call off their collaboration if she 

didn't explain herself. 

 

She smiled upon seeing that. 

 

Not wanting to quarrel with him, she calmly declared, "I don't care how wealthy the Wickam Group is." 

 

Everyone snorted internally, not believing a word she said. 

 

She really is riding the high horse now. Doesn't she care how wealthy the Wickam Group is? We can't 

even imagine the numbers. Until now, no one knows how much money Mr. Wickam owns. Yet, she 

doesn't care about it. Hah, I don't believe her! 

 

She explained, "If I truly wanted your money, would I agree to divorce without taking a single cent from 

you?" 

 

Everyone listened in stunned silence. 

 

Not a single cent? It must be true because Mr. Wickam is also here. We can also look it up online. Is that 

true? 

 

They looked at her in disbelief. 

 

"If I wanted to, I could get half of your assets." 

 

The stunned looks turned conflicted. 
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His appeased anger had returned entirely, but Elisa had no idea what had occurred in Gareth's thoughts. 

 

"Is this explanation good enough?" she asked composedly. 

 

It was such a perfect explanation that they could not put together a comeback. 

 

Gareth looked so cold and menacing that the people around him shuddered fearfully. 

 

Who is he directing his anger to? Is he angry with Elisa or us because we have been questioning her? 

 

While everyone worried about the outcome, he suddenly instructed, "Continue." 

 

From that response, they knew that Gareth had believed Elisa and wanted her to remain. 

 

We must have antagonized Mr. Wickam by attacking Elisa together just now! He's unhappy with us now. 

 

Throughout the entire meeting, everyone was tense. Long after Gareth left, they heaved a sigh of relief. 

 

On the way out, they discussed among themselves quietly. 

 

"What do you think he means? Why did he suddenly continue the meeting? He should pursue the 

matter further." 

 

"But… if he trusts Elisa, why did he ask her to explain herself just now?" 

 

They fell silent again, feeling something was off but unable to place their finger on it. 

 

In a nutshell, everyone left with conflicted feelings. 

 

… 

 

At Benett Corporation, Linda was still working in the office. 

 

She wasn't busy at all. After all, she was the director's daughter. No one dared to assign too many tasks 

to her unless she volunteered. Apart from that, they even reminded her not to overwork, which was 

unheard of. 

 

The people who worked for her knew they had to flatter her. 

 

Suddenly, she received a call from an anonymous source and quickly picked it up. 

 

"Hello." 

 

As she spoke, she tightened her hold on her phone nervously – this would happen every time she 



received a call from the anonymous caller. Apart from that, she also felt great anticipation for a surprise. 

 

She was also worried that the mysterious caller might use her to do something heinous. 

 

At the very worst, she might not be able to notice the malicious intent. 

Chapter 887 Secret Meeting 

“Why are you laughing?” 

“Who cares?” the other person replied disdainfully. 

Linda was startled to hear that. Though the caller disregarded Elisa’s skills, Linda still felt the need to 

keep her guard up. 

“What do you want me to do?” 

That was the only reply she could think of. 

“It’s time for you to join the party.” 

Linda’s gaze flickered. Sure enough, I’m expected to take action now. 

“What should I do?” 

… 

for the next three days, but 

hack 

her like a monster whenever they ran 

used to it and continued with 

action. “Why 

the other person replied 

mask, a pair of sunglasses, and 
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the 

a conflicting expression and 

the seat 
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have a talk, and it did not matter what 



Chapter 888 Pretends to be Virtuous 

“I understand your feelings and know you don’t want to hurt anyone. I’m not asking you to sabotage 

Elisa. I’m just resentful about them reconciling. I can’t be with Gareth anymore, but I’d rather you be 

with him than Elisa. You don’t know how conniving she is. She doesn’t like him at all. She’s just…” 

She paused dramatically to pique Nicole’s interest. 

Nicole looked at Linda, waiting for her to continue. 

Linda sighed, “Elisa has a motive for getting closer to him. Why do you think we had a fallout? Why 

would I want them to divorce? 

Nicole’s forehead creased. “Why?” 

“When Elisa’s father was still alive, I accidentally overheard their conversation one day.” Linda snorted. 

Nicole listened attentively. 

good. They had been plotting to sabotage Gareth’s career after the marriage. Though Elisa and Gareth 

seemed loving on the surface – the media even referred to them as the model couple – it was all 

planned by Elisa’s father without Gareth’s agreement. Judging from your family background, I’m sure 

you can check if this is true. You’ll find 

to hear that. 

this, she only read the news about them. Though she knew some insider information, 

this was a 

silent and pretended to be polite, allowing 

if Linda was telling the 

Linda continued, “We all know each other. I’ve loved Gareth for a long time, but he never returned the 

feelings. He’s just feeling guilty toward me because of that incident. I thought feelings could be 

nurtured, but… I know his attitude toward Elisa because I’ve been in touch with them fairly often. I don’t 

care 

haar that. 

about tham. Though sha knaw soma insidar information, sha didn’t know as much as 

this was a rathar inconcaivabla 

pratandad to ba polita, allowing 

sha was curious ragardlass if Linda was talling 

Chapter 889 Results of the Investigation 

This made Nicole seem as though she would only take action for justice. She would have the dignity to 

blame Elisa for making her take action. 



Nevertheless, Linda didn’t care how Nicole portrayed herself. Whatever you say! I don’t really care as 

long you do something about it. 

Linda replied calmly, “Of course, I have the evidence. I’ll send it to you later. I won’t ask to meet again if 

you think the evidence is insufficient. There’s nothing I can do to make you cherish Gareth.” 

Nicole’s eyes flashed at her. 

Linda wore her sunglasses and mask again, indicating she had nothing more to say. 

Looking back at Nicole’s gaze, she said, “I’ve said all I could. There’s no need to waste your time any 

further. We might see each other again if fate brings us together.” 

With that, she smiled and nodded at Nicole before leaving without another word, shutting the door 

behind her thoughtfully. 

Nicole sat stonily in her seat with a conflicted expression on her face. 

What is the evidence she claims to have? Is she telling the truth? 

words just now. I can 

sent a message to her assistant and left. I have to get to the bottom of this. I won’t 
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at 
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Chapter 890 The Only Person Who Knows The Truth 



Looking at their intimate postures in the old photographs, Elisa was suddenly at a loss for words, with 

conflicted feelings brewing within her. 

Charli sighed. “I was also shocked when I saw these. You never knew your mother. I thought this might 

be helpful to you.” 

She had never seen her parents’ marriage and divorce papers. She had been looking into it but to no 

avail, as though someone had hidden them intentionally. 

To her surprise, Charli managed to find them. 

all I 

entirely. 

“What kind of leads?” 

eyelashes flickered. “He gave me my father’s whereabouts for the past two 

they consulted many doctors! Perhaps 
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